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Front-page News

Some events of the day

New wall for Rock-climbing Italian Cup

The climbing wall is located within the sporting centre of
Ischia, near Campitello, hosting the 1st edition of
Outdoor Festival: many open-air activities to be
experienced under the supervision of guides and
instructors (photo: www.fassasport.com).

Amazing walks

A significant dry-run will await "ADEL", the
brand-new climbing hall in Campitello. The
recently-built facility will host the 3rd
competition of Climbing Italian Cup. ADEL will
officially open on the 20th July and will be
inaugurated in September. 80 brave climbers
(50 men and 30 women) will start the
qualification phase at 10.15 am, facing two
climbing routes designed by Val di Fassa
Climbing’s experts. Only the best 26 climbers
will access to the semi-finals at 3 pm, while 8
men and 8 women will take part in the final
contest at 6 pm, to be directly watch from the
green area at the feet of the climbing wall. The
climbing competition is part of the programme
of the Outdoor Festival, taking place in
Campitello from 27 to 29 June 2014.

Passepartout

Sèn Vile: let’s party!
Moena
5:00 pm - 1:00 am. Navalge. San Vigilio’s Festival
get animated by two consecutive concerts. At 5:00
pm the show of the Vanzeghellese band, at 8.30 pm
dancing with the Austrian group Grabenland Baum.

Young musicians’ workshop
Pozza di Fassa
4:00 pm – Piaza de Comun. After hard studying and
practicing, the final concert of local marching bands’
students.

Peaks as movie stars
Canazei
9.00 pm - Cinema Marmolada. A fascinating
selection of clips an footages taken from "Vancouver
Mountain Film Festival 2014" (free entrance).

From Moena to Costalunga Pass “La Gran Ciasa” opens the doors

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

Exit the hamlet walking on Street di Molign, and
overpass the first bridge on Rif de Costalongia.
Ascend along the river and a dirt road. Turn
right, follow the turn, and pass the river arriving
at a plain. Pass by the bridge till the forest road
to Passo Costalunga (0,45 h). Ascend leftwards
in the wood and then on the pasture facing Cima
Pope. After a crossroads (path no. 524) you will
find the signs to Costalunga. Descend then
diagonally, cross the stream Rif de Peniola and
follow its flow. Turn right into a dirt road that
ascends for a quite long stretch. You will arrive
at a plain: cross the fir wood and exit on a
pasture. Pass by the mountain hut, and finally
turn right on the state road near the Pass (1.752
m), where you can find several refreshment
points (1,30 h; 2,15 hrs).

Initiatives
for our guests

Today at 4.00 pm a new mixed-use building
called "La Gran Ciasa" (The big House) will be
inaugurated in Soraga. After priest’s blessing,
ribbon-cutting and authorities’ talking, the house
will be opened, enabling people to visit its
interiors, where many business will be hosted
from now on. The new, cosy seat of Soraga
Tourist Office will be located at the ground-level
of the building, moving from the transitory seat
near the playground. St. Peter and Paul festival,
Soraga's patron saints, will start tomorrow with
a Mass at 10:00 am, followed by a parade of
bands and folk-groups, marching from the
church to "Gran Ciasa", and by the blessing of
the square dedicated to Bepo Pellegrin Roch
(Soraga’s inhabitant who saved some villagers
from Nazists during World War Two).

Did you know that...
When you reach Canazei from the Pordoi Pass, and you keep going on towards the region Veneto,
you will encounter the monumental charnel house, located in the striking landscape of the high
altitude meadows (at 2239 m). The building is an octagonal-shaped tower with a large circular base
with two layers. 454 German soldiers and 8.128 Austro-Hungarian soldiers, fallen during the Great
War, are buried in the central crypt. In the surroundings there are the graves (single or combined) of
842 German soldier of the Wehrmacht, fallen during the Second World War.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

29/06/2014 (9.00 am)
Val San Nicolò Mtb. Booking at Sport
Check point (excursion against
payment).
Pozza di Fassa

30/06/2014 (5.00 pm)
The layer of history: geology-lab for
adults.
Vigo di Fassa
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